THE DEITY MECHANISM OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE - II
THE PARADISE TRINITY

METATRON

The Paradise Trinity — the eternal Deity union of the Universal Father, the Eternal Son, and the Infinite Spirit.
The three concentric circles of azure blue on a white background is the symbol of the Paradise Trinity as it is
used in the local universe of Nebadon. The inner ring represents the Universal Father, the First Source and
center. The middle ring represents the Eternal Son, the Second Source and Center. The outer ring represents
the Infinite Spirit, the Third Source and Center.

META means "Outside", TRON means "Trinity", METATRON means "Outside the Trinity."

The Paradise Trinity, like the Supreme Being, is concerned only with the total — total planet, total local
universe, total superuniverse, total grand universe. The Paradise Trinity is to the universe what the Father is
to the individual. Source: Urantia Book: 10:7.2
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METATRON is POWER! Imagine a group of Firemen all working together to put out a fire. The Firemen all line up and
grab a hold of the fire hose. The Firemen represent the Deity collective in rank order (as shown in the diagram at the
right) and the hose represents METATRON. There is a FIRE and the Firemen have come to put it out! With METATRON
this hose stretches all the way to the Father-I AM and it can carry the highest waveform of LIGHT-LOVE energy
available in space-time. And for the first time in the history of creation, METATRON can now apply this sub-absolute
energy to the surface of evolutionary planets like Urantia through all METATRON encircuited Sons of God.
Michael of Nebadon, as Local Universe Sovereign, remains commander-in-chief of the METATRON forces within
Nebadon. Prior to 2013 the Metatronic energies were limited to the Order of Michael as the lowest focalization
platform. However, this new development (First Level of Coherence) allows for the direct introduction of this highest
form of sub-absolute energy onto the surface of the planet in a way and at a lower level of focalization than was
previously available. This Light-Love energy will first be used in a heart-felt attempt to get the entire planet to turn its
back on sin, but once the "Window for Choosing" closes those who reject Mercy and Forgiveness risk immediate
personality extinction.

MAJESTON

STATIC INFINITY exists within the changeless nature of the 7 Absolutes that populate the Circle of Infinity.
DYNAMIC INFINITY exists within the Circle of Eternity because the experiential Gods (Supreme, Ultimate and
Absolute) are subject to the dynamism of freewill.
REACTIVE INFINITY asserts itself from the confluence of the Circles to ensure the original First Thought actualizes
in accordance with the Grand Purposes. Reactive Infinity is when Static Infinity REACTS to a tension with Dynamic
Infinity once it strays off course and then forces a course correction to ensure a successful ending. This is why the
Deity Absolute, Universal Absolute and God the Ultimate participate in the Metatron Deity collective alongside God
the Sevenfold. Refer to the MIND CIRCUITS OF THE MASTER UNIVERSE Diagram for additional information about
Static, Dynamic and Reactive Infinities.
Look at it this way: The first chapter and the last chapter are already written as God knows the End from the
Beginning. That's Static Infinity because it won't change. The freelance writers (Supreme Creators) write the next
chapters to start connecting the Beginning to End according to the plan, but are writing with characters (finitemortals) that do as they see fit (freewill). That's Dynamic Infinity because it's unpredictable and constantly
changing. The Editor (Metatron) steps in to stop the freelance writers from writing chapters that won't connect to
the last chapter. That's Reactive Infinity. The Deity Absolute and Universal Absolute sit near the End and feel the
full tension of a Dynamic Infinity that's running off course. God the Ultimate can see when the current story-line
won't blend into his proposed draft chapters toward the latter part of the book. They all work together to ensure
the story has a happy ending!
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Speaks warnings then passes judgment

The Absolutes in Pre-potential form loosely relate to the differentiated I AM this way:
Infinitude - Unqualified Absolute
Infinity - Universal Absolute
Infinite One - Deity Absolute
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It is from this position in Pre-reality that the Pre-potential Universal Absolute sits at the confluence between the
Circle of Infinity and the Circle of Eternity where he weighs and measures how to apply Reactive Infinity in Reality.
Pre-reality for the Pre-potential Universal Absolute is a testing ground where complex solutions can be run without
consequence. Once the perfect solution is confirmed then it can be applied as Reactive Infinity within the Circle of
Eternity. Once it enters Reality there's no turning back!
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In order to maintain universal balance it was necessary for the Universal Father to grant this new sub-absolute energy
simultaneously to the other 6 Superuniverses. This broad application of sub-absolute energy accelerates the advance
toward Light and Life perfection within the Grand Universe, so one could say that the introduction of METATRON into
time-space is, in fact, transcending time.

The First Thought, Concept or Cause being referred to is described in the Urantia Book: 6:0.1 as: THE Eternal Son
is the perfect and final expression of the “first” personal and absolute concept of the Universal Father.
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The 3 Absolutes (Deity, Universal and Unqualified) work in Pre-potential form from Pre-reality to ensure
that Reality conforms to the Divine Plan of Creation (First Thought, Concept or Cause).
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God is Deity, but Deity is not always God. Not all Deity is personalized, and if not personalized, such can not
serve as God, for the definition of God must include mercy, ministry, and compassion for the downtrodden,
and Deity by itself does not bring those views forth in its function as Deity. It is personality endowment of
Deity that is God, and it is God, not Deity, who cares what happens to Urantia. Below is a partial listing of
personalized Deity and their origins. The Universal Father is the first origin, the First Source.

Both Metatron and the Consummator of Universe Destiny (CoUD) are sourced in the Pre-Reality of the I AM and
personalized by Father within Reality. They both emerge from within the Premolition circuit. METATRON also
represents a Deity collective that spans the full Circle of Eternity. Not only is the existential Paradise Trinity
represented and, as such, God the Sevenfold, but the perfect personality expressions of the Father in the future
also are represented in order to ensure that the resolution to emergency problems withstands the test of eternity.
The CoUD could not function to steer Destiny development prior to the year 2013 when the Supreme achieved the
First Level of Coherence between the evolutionary-experiential Supreme Mind and existential-sourced Cosmic Mind
of the Master Spirits. Prior to this achievement, the Universal Absolute fulfilled this role. The CoUD now consummates
or completes Destiny by operating from the confluence of the Circle of Eternity and the Circle of Infinity where all
"repercussive thought" is focalized. Repercussive thought results from a discontinuity between these two Circles.
Majeston acts as the Master of Coherence alongside the CoUD. Simply stated, infinity is reactive allowing for a
remedy that completely eliminates the current remnants of problems such as, but not limited to, the Lucifer rebellion
and any future potential for its reintroduction into the later stages of the evolving Master Universe.

CIRCLE OF ETERNITY

What are the differences between Deity unions and Deity partnerships?
Partnerships do not force decisions back to the Deity Absolute whereas Deity unions do force the Deity
Absolute to review decisions being affected by any level of reality for exposition into the future thus leading
to immediate perfection. A partnership is a cooperation to do the will of the First Source and Center as the
one who creates these different functional aspects of creative will. The Finite partnership is without full
expression as a willed action within infinity. A Deity partnership, when it created time and space, made time
and space a place for the gradual perfection of will, and not as a way shower to the Father's will to reach
perfection through fiat as in the case with Havona. It is the Deity union and not the Deity partnership that the
Infinite Spirit works on as the Conjoint Actor to create. A Deity union directing us would perfect us
immediately as it does with Havona, therefore finite existence requires Deity partnership so that imperfection
can become perfected through the gradual process of evolution and experience.

A sample of the Metatron Chain of Command as it is being applied to the planet
Urantia (Earth) in relation to the Lucifer rebellion and the Caligastia betrayal.

POTENTIAL

God the Father — Creator, Controller, and Upholder. The First Person of Deity.
God the Son — Co-ordinate Creator, Spirit Controller, and Spiritual Administrator. The Second Person of Deity.
God the Spirit — Conjoint Actor, Universal Integrator, and Mind Bestower. The Third Person of Deity.
Source: Urantia Book: 0:2.11

THE METATRON CHAIN OF COMMAND

CIRCLE OF INFINITY

The Universal Father is the secret of the reality of personality, the bestowal of personality, and the destiny of
personality. The Eternal Son is the absolute personality, the secret of spiritual energy, morontia spirits, and
perfected spirits. The Conjoint Actor (Infinite Spirit) is the spirit-mind personality, the source of intelligence,
reason, and the universal mind. But the Isle of Paradise is nonpersonal and extraspiritual, being the essence
of the universal body, the source and center of physical matter, and the absolute master pattern of universal
material reality. Source: Urantia Book: 0:5.5
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The Deity mechanism of the Master Universe is twofold as concerns eternity relationships.
1) God the Father, God the Son, and God the Spirit are eternal — existential beings — while,
2) God the Supreme, God the Ultimate, and God the Absolute are actualizing Deity personalities of the postHavona epochs in the time-space superuniverses and the time-space-transcended outer space zones of
Master Universe evolutionary expansion. Refer to the Deity Mechanism of the Master Universe - I Diagram for
additional details regarding the Supreme, Ultimate, and Absolute. Source: Urantia Book: 0:7.1

Truth Beauty and Goodness

- The Universal Father is the First Thought.
- The Deity Absolute controls revelation.
- The Universal Absolute ensures balance by controlling tension
in all realms including thought.
- God the Ultimate will actualize in the future.
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